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Abstract—Neural networks are not great generalizers outside
their training range i.e. they are good at capturing bias but
might miss the overall concept. Important issues with neural
networks is that when testing data goes outside training
range they fail to predict accurate results. Hence, they loose
the ability to generalize a concept. For systematic numeric
exploration neural accumulators (NAC) and neural arithmetic
logic unit(NALU) are proposed which performs excellent for
simple arithmetic operations. But, major limitation with these
units is that they can’t handle complex mathematical operations
& equations. For example, NALU can predict accurate results
for multiplication operation but not for factorial function which
is essentially composition of multiplication operations only. It
is unable to comprehend pattern behind an expression when
composition of operations are involved. Hence, we propose
a new neural network structure effectively which takes in
complex compositional mathematical operations and produces
best possible results with small NALU based neural networks
as its pluggable modules which evaluates these expression at
unitary level in a bottom-up manner. We call this effective
neural network as CalcNet, as it helps in predicting accurate
calculations for complex numerical expressions even for values
that are out of training range. As part of our study we applied
this network on numerically approximating complex equations,
evaluating biquadratic equations and tested reusability of
these modules. We arrived at far better generalizations for
complex arithmetic extrapolation tasks as compare to both only
NALU layer based neural networks and simple feed forward
neural networks. Also, we achieved even better results for our
golden ratio based modiﬁed NAC and NALU structures for
both interpolating and extrapolating tasks in all evaluation
experiments.Finally, from reusability standpoint this model
demonstrate strong invariance for making predictions on
different tasks.

instead of learning abstract concepts. For mitigating this
problem of memorizing behavior in neural networks, special
numerically biased modules known as Neural accumulators
(NAC) and neural arithmetic logic units (NALU) [5] were
introduced. These units have performed exceptionally well
for generalization on simple numerical operators and have
achieved state-of-the-art results. But, again these units fail to
make generalizations for complex mathematical equations as
these units only learns the simple mathematical operations
only with their weights being biased specially towards -1,
0, 1. In Figure 1 and its weight matrices analysis, we see
addition and subtraction being modelled with such numerical
biases. Only meaning, biased values around -1, 0, 1 gets better
results for numeric computations. Also, Figure 2 highlights
this biased nature for NAC units which helps this unit to
model these functions and for NALU also, scaling up and
down mechanisms for multiplication and division operations
is highlighted ever increasing approximate curve speciﬁed for
larger values in Figure 2.

Fig. 1. Simple MLP with W1 , W2 weight matrices with Y as output for
X1 , X2 as inputs. For modelling addition and subtraction operations follow
along with below mentioned W1 , W2 values. No bias vector b assumed for
this MLP and only linear activations considered.

Keywords: Neural networks, Neural Arithmetic Logic Unit,
Neural Accumulators, CalcNet.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Generalization of concepts is the fundamental component
while deﬁning intelligence in a system [1] [2]. While, neural
networks can be applied on numerical quantities they are
not associated with generalization capabilities [3], [4]. We
deﬁne generalization capabilities as the ability to understand
complex numerical expressions that identiﬁes compositional
patterns. Meaning that a neural network should understand
all the operations in an expression and predict high accuracy
results for unseen and out of training range data. Failure to
understand these numeric generalizations is clearly visible in
Table I when test range lies outside the training range even
for simpler target functions. This highlights hard memory
commit behavior of the biases learnt by neural networks
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•

For modelling addition operation Y=X1 +X2 , W1 and W2
can have possible following arrangement of values.
⎡
⎤ ⎡ ⎤
1 0
1
⎣1 1⎦ , ⎣0⎦
0 1
1

•

For modelling subtraction operation Y=X1 -X2 , W1 and
W2 can again be created with only [-1, 0, 1] values with
slightly different arrangement. Hence, restricting weights
to these values added numerical bias which is better for
arithmetic calculation related tasks.
⎡
⎤ ⎡ ⎤
1 0
1
⎣1 1⎦ , ⎣ 0 ⎦
0 1
−1

neural networks are able to count objects in images, execute computer code, translate numerical language into realvalued scalars, perform arithmetic over images of numbers,
track time. It obtains consequential generalizations within and
outside the training range of the numerical values allowing
magnitude orders beyond numerical training ranges compared
to conventional architectures. Another neural networks based
assessment method was proposed using NALU where weight
determination is done through training [13]. The obtained
scores from pseudo-subjective assessment are being compared
with the actual values stored in the database. Normally,
neural network (NN) based prediction tool’s accuracy needs
to be tested beyond the NN weight training set. Nonetheless, insistent residual errors were further down-scaled by
employing particle swarm optimization which is NN weights
post-processing for improving the accuracy. This assessment
has considerable applications for long term evolution (LTE)
network operators Quality-of-Experience-aware network optimization.
Neural networks have successfully learned to represent
numerical quantities and manipulate them with proper learning
biases. But, still this behavior doesn’t highlight systematic
generalizations [3], [4]. However, in nature beings and animal
species have shown numerical extrapolation capabilities [10],
[11] implying that numerical manipulation is ecologically
advantageous. Hence, creating networks with true numerical manipulation power showcase intelligence for developing
smart systems. Our solution models and manipulate mathematical symbols with semantic sense of mathematical grammar
used while parsing the numeric expression. Currently, our
approach uses precedence rules to evaluate the mathematical
expressions with respect to different operators. We haven’t
explored training neural networks for learning precedence
logic for mathematical operators used as a part of this study.

Fig. 2. Left: NAC is biased with learning [1, 0, 1] values i.e. it either
accumulate or deduct instead of scaling, perfect for addition & subtraction
operations. Right: Approximate curve for NALU focuses on scaling up and
down nature along with superimposition of [1, 0, 1] bias from NAC which is
relatively better for multiply, divison & power functions.

NALU units can’t handle negative targets as exponential
space only gives positive values which adds some limitations to it, shown in Figure 2. Along, with that these units
can’t breakdown common complex functions like factorial,
exponential etc. which are essentially formed from repeated
multiplication operations. Hence, we need an architecture that
can comprehend such functions and breakdown their complexity into simplest most unary or binary operations along with
considering sign of targets.
In this paper, we introduce a new neural network architecture pipeline which is effectively feed forward in nature
that can perform complex calculations by utilizing NAC and
NALU MLPs as its fundamental unit and a parser algorithm
for breaking down numeric calculations into their lower most
granularity operations. It achieves state of the art results
for numerical computations and manipulations for complex
arithmetic expressions with our golden ratio based NAC and
NALU units. Hence, creating neural networks that truly understands numerical manipulations which can have feasible
practical applications. Like, quantum mechanics equations
involving uncertainity because of duality in particles for example, heisenberg uncertainty equation that giving approximated
position or momentum of a particle. The proposed network
can simulate this approximation behavior with the formulated
algorithm. Finally, we applied and tested our effective neural
network architecture on biquadratic formula equations. This
experiment also tested robustness and invariance of this network as trained models from different numerical equation’s
data were reutilized.

III. C ALC N ET
Neural networks have shown great deal of success from
computer vision [6], [10], text and audio analysis [7], to
reinforcement learning [8]. But, real world problems involving
numerical analysis where theory and applied science merges
is still quite unexplored with neural networks. Exploring
networks learning numerical manipulation based on sequence
learning is not the aim of this paper. Instead, our work focuses
on increasing generalization capabilities i.e. better predictions
by the network for extrapolating results onto unseen solution
space as well for observing underlying structure of governingequations [12]. For this we propose a simple feed forward
effective neural network architecture that have the ability
to parse complex mathematical expressions with NAC and
NALU multilayer perceptrons(MLPs) as it fundamental units
for making predictions. This network is having NAC and
NALU layers which handles each operator from given complex
mathematical equation separately. The expression evaluation
follows the order of precedence rule while parsing as deﬁned in regular mathematics for these operators. After each
module has evaluated the higher precedence sub-expression

II. R ELATED W ORK
Very deep neural networks have performed extremely well
for computer vision tasks [6] and reducing computations for
such networks [9]. But, basic quantitative manipulation &
reasoning is also very important. These conceptions by our
brain is extensively studied task in [1], [2], [10].
For encouraging further systematic numerical extrapolation,
a new architecture known as a neural arithmetic logic unit
(NALU) is proposed which helps in representing numerical
quantities in the form of linear activations allowing manipulations by employing primitive arithmetic operators which are
being restrained by learned gates [5]. The NALU enhanced
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their output goes in as input to ﬁnd output of another lower
precedence order sub-expression. This process goes on till the
complete expression is evaluated as highlighted in CalcNet
inﬁx expression evaluation algorithm stated below. The net
error produced by this model is the summation of error
produced by each of it’s modules. Intuitively stating, the errors
get traversed onto other neural network modules and gets
accumulated producing even more wrong predictions in later
stages of expression evaluation. Here, Figure 3 highlights the
workings of this effective neural architecture, explains error
propagation and presents the equivalent functioning architecture of this network. We have also introduced modiﬁcations to
NAC and NALU units and have achieved even better results
for simple arithmetic operations and complex equation solving
tasks by replacing expontential value(e) in sigmoid and tanh
with golden ratio(φ). These variants are represented as G-NAC
and G-NALU respectively where G signiﬁes their golden ratio
base instead of an exponential one.

Algorithm 1: CalcNet’s Algorithm Pipeline
Inputs: String Si , with operands and operators for f(x).
xi : x1 , x2 ,...., xn , where each xi is a variable.
opi : op1 , op2 ,...., opn , where each opi is a variable.
Pre-requisites:
MNAC : NAC modules pre-trained for each
accumulating/deducting operands,
MNALU : NALU modules pre-trained for each scaling operand
Initialization: Svr : variable operand stack, Sop : operator stack
Result: Predicted Outcome for f(x)
while reading(char from Si of f(x)) != None do
if char == operand then
push(Svr , char)
else if char == operator then
while precedOrder(top(Sop )) ≥ precedOrder(char) do
opi = pop(Sop )
va = pop(Svr )
vb = pop(Svr )
// selectModule function select ANN NAC/NALU
model based on operator
ti = predictCalcNet(va , vb , selectModule(op))
push(Svr , ti )
end
push(Sop , ti )
else if char == ’(’ then
while char == ’)’ do
opi = pop(Sop )
va = pop(Svr )
vb = pop(Svr )
ti = predictCalcNet(va , vb , selectModule(op))
push(Svr , ti )
end
else
return Parse Error
end
end
// When no more characters are left for reading.
while empty(pop(Sop )) != false do
opi = pop(Sop )
va = pop(Svr )
vb = pop(Svr )
ti = predictCalcNet(va , vb , selectModule(op))
push(Svr , ti )
end
return top(Svr )

Fig. 3. Top-Left: NAC/NALU based MLP module for binary operator. TopRight: NAC/NALU
based MLP module for unary operator. Bottom-Left: For
√
f(x)=a+b/c* d-e+f2 the CalcNet algorithm proceed in the speciﬁed manner
with errors propagating in additive fashion. Bottom-Right: Shows abstract
blackbox representation with any number of inputs & operators from which
output & error information can be utilized.

Neural accumulators (NACs) [5] supports accumulation
numerically both in additive and subtractive manner. It is
special type of linear layer with transformation matrix W being
continuous and differentiable for gradient descent algorithm.
Also, experiments show they exhibit better numeric bias than
linear layers [5]. W = tanh(Ŵ )σ(M̂ ) consists of elements in
[-1, 1] with bias close to 1, 0, and 1. See Figure 2 for ideation
of this concept for following equations of NAC: a = Wx, W
= tanh(Ŵ )σ(M̂ ) where M̂ , Ŵ , are learning parameters &
W is transformation matrix.
Also, for mathematical operations like multiply, power and
division we use neural arithmetic logic units (NALUs) [5].
As visible from Figure 2 these units are good at scaling up
and down the given provided inputs. It uses weighted sum
of two sub-cells, one for addition or subtraction and another
of multiply, division or power functions. These units shows
that neural accumulators (NACs) when extended, can learn
scaling operations with gate-controlled sub-operations. See
Figure 2 for ideation of this concept with following equations
for NALU: y = ga + (1-g)m; m = expW(log( |x| + )), g

= σ(Gx) where m is subcell that operates in log space and g
is learned gate, both contains learning parameters. These units
acts as fundamental tool for our numerical quantity manipulating neural network with their ﬂat plateau like surfaces around
the values -1, 0, 1 and sharp slopes to reach these values.
Numerical analysis is vast topic with lots of ﬁelds involving
convergence & series acceleration, discretization for converting continuous functions into discrete values, interpolation &
extrapolation and optimization problems, stochastic quantum
equation evaluation. Our work is applicable on all approximation problems as an alternative to evaluation of complex
mathematical operations i.e. we use approximating neural
networks to get stochastic estimations.
IV. E XPERIMENTS
Experiments in this paper ﬁrst starts with exploring performance of golden ratio based variants of NAC & NALU
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modules speciﬁcally G-NAC & G-NALU as deﬁned earlier.
We then experiment with complex arithmetic expressions
testing the numeric reasoning and extrapolation capabilities of
CalcNet. Finally, we used the trained modules from previous
experiment to test reusability of CalcNet by evaluating all the
roots of biquadratic equations from the derived formulas.

separately in its parsing phase instead of working with negative
target values for producing better results. For interpolation
task, the test data is within same range only and for extrapolation tasks we have tested our trained models on data values
that are upto 5 times the training range.

1

A. Golden Ratio based variants of NAC & NALU
Surface plots for NAC highlights clear bias towards the
value -1, 0, 1 and for NALU along with these biases scaling
up & down surfaces are also superimposed. But, these sharp
slopes for converging weights towards the before mentioned
values might be leading to some issues with gradient propagation during the training of model with its threshold step
function like logic as per our hypothesis. As per our hypothesis
we do desire such biases but with regularization on sharp
threshold surfaces, see Figure 4. Hence, to examine this we
conducted experiments with modiﬁed non-linear functions
having golden ratio(φ) as the base value instead of standard
exponent(e) base for sigmoid and tanh functions in equations
for NAC and NALU. As for comparison with vanilla NAC unit
this golden ratio based NAC has less slope for more smoother
transfer and update of gradient values, similar argument can
be extended for NALU units, as shown in Figure 4.

Fig. 5. MLP model with NAC/NALU units as hidden and output layers for
learning static arithmetic tasks.

TABLE I
R ESULT SUMMARY FOR STATIC ARITHMETIC TASKS
Tasks

NAC

NALU

G-NAC

G-NALU

Interpolation Task: Mean Square Error Test
a+b

3.601e-07

3.442e-05

1.591e-07

3.256e-05

a-b

9.065e-05

7.827e-04

6.767e-05

4.033e-04

a*b

5.2594

0.628

4.913

0.308

a/b

8.745

2.147

6.241

1.837

a2
√
a

5.201

1.189

4.837

1.097

6.674

0.999

6.137

0.998

Extrapolation Task: Mean Square Error Test

Fig. 4. Golden Ratio(φ) based NAC & NALU units with smoother slopes
as compared to Vanilla NAC & NALU units and lesser plateau saturation of
values around [-1, 0, 1] unlike in Figure 2. We deﬁne our newly created units
as G-NAC and G-NALU respectively where G signiﬁes their golden ratio base
instead of an exponential one.

For this experiment, we altered the backend script in keras
source code and added our modiﬁed sigmoid & tanh functions.
We used nadam optimizer and mean square error(MSE) as an
accuracy measure for a direct comparison with [5]. We trained
NAC/NALU based model shown in Figure 5 for 100 epoch
each for 0.01, 0.001, 0.0001 learning rates respectively. The
results achieved are shown in Table I for multiple arithmetic
operations. For training data, we have used 216 data points
from randomly generated distribution within the range [-10,10]
for NAC and NALU modules. We haven’t used negative target
values for training NALUs as exponentiation operation always
give positive results. Hence, signs are handled separately
for multiplication, division and power operation and only
magnitude is considered for training. CalcNet handles signs

a+b

7.511e-06

9.679e-05

3.764e-06

7.809e-05

a-b

1.177e-04

9.152e-04

0.523e-04

5.148e-04

a*b

10.559

1.327

7.263

1.093

a/b

11.350

2.181

7.438

1.977

a2
√
a

19.3114

3.246

16.139

2.830

13.342

2.748

12.794

1.431

Our golden ratio based NAC and NALU have clearly
outperformed their respective standard counterparts for every
static arithmetic tasks. Golden ratio based NALU and NAC
clearly highlights scope of structural improvements in existing units. Hence, our hypothesis of thresholding issues with
gradient propagation for producing changes in weights does
get conﬁrmed with this experiment. Also, have used these
modiﬁed units speciﬁed as G-NAC & G-NALU for further
experimentation.
B. Evaluating complex expressions
In this static arithmetic expression task √
we evaluated the
given function f(x) stated as, f(x)=a+b/c* d-e+f2 . Simple
MLP and also NAC/NALU based MLP won’t be able to
model this function for extrapolation tasks. MLP will only
focus memorization of function behavior in given range and

1 Experiment codes available at given github repostory url: http://github.
com/ashishrana160796/calcnet-experiments
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for NAC/NALU based MLP this would be too complicated
numerical bias to learn. Hence, we feed this equation in to
CalcNet for training where our model uses associativity and
precedence rules to evaluate intermediate expressions until
complete result is derived as shown below. Also, intermediate expression predictions are also stored for evaluating net
ensemble error produced and relative error increase for each
intermediate arithmetic operation.
•

TABLE II
R ELATIVE E RRORS FOR C ALC N ET VARIANTS

Temporary Variable

Intermediate√Evaluation Steps Followed:
f(x) = a+b/c* d-e+f2
√
f(x) = a+b/c*T1-e+f2 , where T1 = d
f(x) = a+b/c*T1-e+T2, where T2 = f2
f(x) = a+T3*T1-e+T2, where T3 = b/c
f(x) = a+T4-e+T2, where T4 = T3*T1
f(x) = T5-e+T2, where T5 = a+T4
f(x) = T6+T2, where T6 = T5-e
f(x) = T7, where T7 = T6+T2

G-CalcNet

0.234

0.255

T3

b/c

0.435

0.428

T4

T3*T1

0.127

0.085

T5

a+T4

7.188e-08

3.695e-08

T6

T5-e

4.120e-06

4.104e-06

T7

T6+T2

7.204e-08

3.711e-08

Extrapolation: Relative Error for Intermediate Steps
√
d
0.289
0.195

T1

Training parameters and procedure are kept the same as
earlier experiment with testing range again going upto 5 times.
But, now both training and testing range are scaled by a factor
of two. For training simple MLP network for comparison
with CalcNet we have used linear layer as activation and
for NAC/NALU based MLP same structure as Figure 5 is
used. Here, along with training the modules for each arithmetic operation they are directed to be reused for biquadratic
root evaluation experiment for evaluating roots of biquadratic
equation.

T2

f2

0.341

0.392

T3

b/c

0.229

0.265

T4

T3*T1

0.140

0.149

T5

a+T4

7.891e-07

5.12e-07

T6

T5-e

1.86e-06

7.12e-07

T7

T6+T2

7.89e-07

5.12e-07

TABLE III
R ESULT SUMMARIZATION FOR F(x) EVALUATION

Relative Error:
Relative error metric provides a quantiﬁed measure of
increase in mean square error(MSE) during prediction of
outputs for particular arithmetic operation with respect to
net mean square eror(MSE) for predicting the outputs.
In statistics it is formulated as:
Accuracy =

CalcNet

f2

T2

Now, for all the Ti values NAC/NALU MLP modules are
trained to form an effective larger neural network which
leverages associativity & precedence grammar to form
semantic relations between the intermediate expressions.

•

Evaluated Expression

Interpolation: Relative Error for Intermediate Steps
√
T1
d
0.202
0.232

Model

Interpolation Task

Extrapolation Task

CalcNet

5.011

9.517

G-CalcNet

4.305

7.347

NALU-MLP

11.045

21.738

NAC-MLP

12.438

24.079

MLP

15.129

34.724

C. Evaluating biquadratic equations
With NAC/NALU modules trained from previous experiment for CalcNet. We aim to apply our ﬁndings and results
in solving real world equations. Also, we comment on the
reusability of these modules in our deﬁned model pipeline.
Solutions or roots to biquadratic equations like their predecessor simpler form quadratic equations can be evaluated
with formulas but these are relatively complex than evaluating
simple quadratic equations. Below, we derive lucid version
of formulae for αx4 + βx3 + γx2 + δx + ε = 0 biquadratic
equation.
• Assuming general quartic equation of the form:
αx4 + βx3 + γx2 + δx + ε = 0, (1), where x gets
substituted by (y - β/4α ).
The equation is reduced to: y 4 + Ay 2 + By + C = 0, (2)
3β 2
with A = αγ − 8α
2,

MSE for particular arithmetic operation
Total MSE for all arithmetic operations

From result summarization Table III we can clearly see
our model has clearly outperformed simple MLPs and
NAC/NALU MLPs for both extrapolation as well interpolation
results also. Mean square error(MSE) deﬁned in these columns
for CalcNet is summation of all the errors of intermediate
steps. Also, our G-NAC/G-NALU based CalcNet speciﬁed
as G-CalcNet outperformed the regular CalcNet. Our results
clearly shows that our models holds a semantic sense in
numeric expression evaluation where as other highlights only
memorization behavior. From Table II, relative increase in error is largest for power operation followed by division for both
the variants of CalcNet. Hence, even our model pipeline holds
the limitations with power and division operations evaluation.

B=
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δ
α

−

βγ
2α2

+

β3
8α3 ,

2

4

V. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE S COPE

βδ
β γ
3β
C = αε − 4α
2 + 16α3 − 256α4 .
After adding and subtracting 2sy 2 + s2 to
the LHS of (2) & rearranging terms, we get:
=
y 4 + 2sy 2 + s2 − (2s − A) y 2 − By + s2 − C



We were able to demonstrate higher accuracies for both
interpolation and extrapolation tasks on complex arithmetic
equations. Also, our modiﬁed golden ratio based G-NACs
and G-NALUs structure produced better results for arithmetic
operations. The algorithm governing this neural network is
applicable for symbols obeying any associative grammar and
precedence order. Hence, an extensible neural network module
for newer domains involving new operators can be trained and
re-utilized again as explained in this work. Exploration on
stochastic equation solving for quantum physics is deﬁnitely
an area for future work. Further, we will explore simpliﬁcation
of expressions by detecting identities and theorems within the
numeric expressions.

(y 2 +s)2

0, (2a)
We factorize the quadratic polynomial in 2a:
(2s − A) y 2 − By + s2 − C = (2s − A) (y − y+ )(y − y− )
and make y+ = y− , which imposes a constraint on s.
√
B
Finally, we get: y 2 + s + 2s − Ay − 2√2s−A
√
B
= 0, (3) where
y 2 + s − 2s − Ay + 2√2s−A
s satisﬁes the resolvent
cubic
equation
as follow:


8s3 − 4As2 − 8Cs + 4AC − B 2 = 0, (4) Hence, the
solution of (2) are solutions of (3). Given by:

√
2B
y1 = − 12 2s − A + 12 −2s − A + √2s−A

√
2B
y2 = − 12 2s − A − 12 −2s − A + √2s−A

√
2B
y3 = 12 2s − A + 12 −2s − A − √2s−A

√
2B
y4 = 12 2s − A − 12 −2s − A − √2s−A
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From this, we can get solutions for original equation.
β
, k = 1, 2, 3, 4
Given by: xk = yk − 4α
Now, with our CalcNet models we predict root for quartic
equation for all yi values and evaluate accuracy of our models
with MSE value comparison. We created test set of 216
entries with values ranging upto 5 times. Test dataset is
equidistributed with values from interpolated and extrapolated
values with respect to previous training range. We used previous NAC/NALU and G-NAC/G-NALU trained modules for
making predictions on this testset to measure extensibility and
robustness of CalcNet.
TABLE IV
M EAN S QUARE E RROR AND S TANDARD D EVIATIONS FOR PREDICTING
Yi VALUES FOR (3)
Root Yi values

CalcNet

G-CalcNet

Y1

11.324±0.53

8.176±0.51

Y2

11.861±0.58

8.792±0.57

Y3

11.506±0.56

8.633±0.55

Y4

11.137±0.62

8.989±0.60

G-CalcNet outperforms vanilla CalcNet in this experiment
also again reconﬁrming our hypothesis. We achieved a good
MSE error of 8.176 percent in this experiment with very low
standard deviation 0.51, refer Table IV. Hence, our model
deﬁnitely is robust and can be reused again on multiple
different equation with fundamental operations being the same.
With the above speciﬁed accuracy and very low standard
deviations, this model can be deﬁnitely used in approximation
calculation methods to achieve faster results.
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